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Planning and
development
Creatiuity is the høllmark of the wortd of spa which has incubated
of
most importnnt new ideas in heølth, beauty, wellness
,the

some

and style.

Ellis (Spa Finder president, 2006)

lntroduction
This chapter analyses the way in which health and wellness tour_
ism is developed and planned for. It is recognized that multilevel

planning is the most effective and sustainable approach. This
h"gt"T F" integration of national health touriim strategies,
regional developments, and local destination ar-rd site manãge_
ment. It is impo¡tant to be awâre of the impacts of health toärism development and to follow principles åf sustainabilitv and
eco-friendli¡ess, especially as heãlth tòurism is often basåd
on
fragile natural resources and assets. Locations of facilities need
to be carefully chosen and building should be closely regulated.
A development philosophy needs to be created whicír iníuses alt
aspects of the planning process, from the selection of the site
or
location tfuough to the training of staff and the deliverv of ser_
vices. This is a complex procedure for all forms of tourism,
bur
especiaily for health tourism which can be resou¡ce intensive, as
well as attracting visitors demanding high quality and luxiuy
products and experiences.

Planning
Planning defines objectives and allocates the instruments and
the methods to achieve them. pla¡ning is one of the most import_

ant tools in national, regional, and local authorities: .o.rrËio.,"
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plâming means the task of preventing or decreasing the negative imPacts
of tourism to the minimum level and to facilitate and strengthen the positive ones (Rátz & Ptrczkó,2002).
There are two mâior types of toudsm development (Pearce,1989):

"
*

Spontaneous development: \Àtrhen the destined tourism goes from one

developed level to another by itself or the components of a tourism
product developed by themselves.
Planned development: AII activities are motivated by well-defined
objectives of a destination (of any level).

These general observations are also true for health and wellness tourism, too. We can see various cases for either of the above-mentioned types.
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lmpacts of health and wellness tourism
Planning at arry levels in short, aims at achieving objectives, maximizing
positive and minimizing negative impacts. Health and wellness tourism aná
the related services have sirnilar impacts on the host environment as any
other fype of tourism; however some specific impacts can atso be identified.
The impacts of tourism are grouped into three maior categories, that is
economic, socio-cultural, and environmental impacts. The product specific
impacts of health and welhess tourism can be as follows (after Mathieson &
W all, 1982; Rárz &t

P

trczkó, 2002).

Economic impacts
It is anticipated that the beneficiaries of and those adversely

affected by

impacts can either be the population and entrepreneurs, the central arLd
local municipalities, arrd the tourists as well (Table 8.1).
Health and well¡ress tourism as we could see it so far have some special
qualities that are manifested in the form and t¡pe of economic ifnpacts:

e Employment: Any form of health and wellness tourism and facility
need better skilled employees than, for example, mass tourism facilities would. While this is a favourable impact in reality sites where the
development takes place may have a limited supply of workforce with
the needed skills and experiences. This leads to the import of skilled
staff from other areas or countries (where it ca¡r lead to shortage of

e

staff). In Central European countdes, where the differences between the
capital and the regions can be really significant operators often need to
offer higher wages to attract employees to the countryside. Since health
toudsm demand tends to be less seasonal than mass tourism (or at least
multi-seasonal), fluctuation of workforce causes less problems.
Economyi Guests tend to spend more than other types of tourism, since
they either stay longer (for some weeks in medical resorts) or stay in
hotels at the higher end (at least three star quality). Furthermore, the
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Table

8.1

lmpacts

Economic lmpacts of Hea¡th and Wellness Tourism.

On...

Employment

Negât¡ve Aspects

Pos¡t¡ve Aspects
Sk¡lled

workforce

L¡mited seasonal fluctuat¡on

lmported workforce (from other cit¡es

of

or even countr¡es)
Migrat¡on

employees

Economy

Mult¡pl¡er etfects (especially
employment multiPlier)
H¡gherthan average per capita

spend¡ng

Complex spend¡ng structure
lmported technology and products
L¡v¡ng

conditions

Prol¡feratìon of services offered
lmage of settlement develops

lnfrastructure

developments

Format¡on of dependence

Spending concentrated in health and
wellness facilit¡es
lncrease of reg¡onal ìnequalit¡es

lmpoñed technology and products
Mono-cultural supply
Prices may increase
D¡fferences between the tourist and
non-tourist areas

After Bátz and Puczkó (2002).

services they use are very human resource intensive, such as personal
services (e.g. treatments or high quality accomrnodation). This can meart
a higher emplo¡.nnent multiplier than other forms of tourism (Horváth,
1998). Because of a more complex nature and likely better reLurns, entrepreneurs invest in related services, and that can lead to mono-cultural
development and even to over-dependence on one single activíty. The
imbala¡rce of supply can question the long-term sustainability, since
any change in economy, health finances or fashion, cal have ân instant

t

impact on destinations and operators. For example even 1% chalge of
state support on medical treatments can mea¡ either very good or very
bad news to many destinations. On the other hald, the development of
Alpine WelìrLess in Austria or Switzerland, for example, was an answer
for dependence on winter tourism. Less developed destinations are happiþ taking technology ard processes that are not available locally, but
this can lead to the exclusion of local makes as well (e.g. visitors trust
beauty products with known brands, therefore local brands, even with
the same effects and lower price, can be avoided).
Liaing conditions: The economic impacts have direct implications on living conditions. Local population are positive when infrastructure like
roads and sewage pipes are developed, but oppose those develoPments
that favour only a part of the settlement. Many places become known
because of an important source for health tourism, for example therrnal
spring or climatic resort. Popularity mây attract more and more visitors
as well as investors and can lead to the increase of prices, which is a
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positive thing when locaÌs want to selL but a negative thing when they
want to buy (e.9. property).

Socio-cultural ¡mpacts
Health and well¡Less tourism has substantial impacts on the local socioculturaÌ environment (Table 8.2). Most of these impacts, however, are relevant orlly to those destinations that are popl ated. Greenfield or enclave
developments, for example seaside spa resorts, in unpopulated islands
have very lirnited implications:

'r Cultural

heritøge: Locaíons where listed

or ancient buildings host the

heaÌth and wellness facilities, for example historic spas, can benefit from
the rediscovered popularity. Howevel, architectüal styles, and milieu can
be deshoyed by the inhoduction of new building styles and keeping balance between the needs of conservation and expectation of visitors and
operators can be hard. For example the Colonnades in the historic Czech
spa towns of Marianske Lazne or Karlory Vary, mainly serve as toudst
attractions of architecturaÌ beauty and not as facilities for drinking cures.
ø Population: Even in remote spa resorts, the growth of the local population is almost inevitable. The immigration of employees can me¿m â
signification change to the local population in terms of their numbe¡,
age, language, race, or education. One of the major problems popular
destinations face is the blending of temporary or permanent citizens.
Many visitors, after enioying their stay in a spa or retreat home, may
decide to buy a sumrner or holiday home there. Often the owners of
holistic retreat or yoga holiday facilities are not from the given region
or even country. ln small settlements the appearance of new locals can
mearL the bringing back of life; on the other hand, hoìiday home owners
do not necessarily understand the everyday problems of the community.
Many traditional spa towns in Hungary, for example, have a whole new
part with holiday homes (e.g. in Mezókövesd in North East Hungary).
The municipality is 1eft with the obtgatory tasks, for example street
cleaning arrd lighting or litter collection for 12 months, whereas home
owners tum up only a couple of weekends in a year.
s Employffient: From the locaÌ economy and population point of view the
inhoduction of health and wellness services mean positive impacts in
terms of new jobs and income opporttnities. This can be true for large scale
spa resorts or wellness hotels, but is Less likeiy relevarLt for retreats where
even the cooking and cleaning is done by the visitors themselves (as part
of the healing process). The local workforce carL find it difficult to cooperate with the top managemmt, especially in chain developmmt, where
the management represents the owner(s) or the management company.
Certairùy, the mânagement can think the same about the local workforce
(e.g. The management of Da¡rubius Hotels, one of the largest hotel comPanies specialized in spa hotels, found it unexpectedly difficult to incorporate
the employees of the newÌy acquired Czech facilitiet since the work ethic
was so different from the standards in the other member hotels).
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Table

8.2

lmpacts

Socio-Cultural lmpacts of Health and Wellness Tourism

On...

Cultural
her¡tage
Population

Revitalization and protection
trad¡tional arch¡tecture

Growth of

of

population

Presence of holiday home

Employment

Negat¡ve Aspects

Pos¡tive Aspects

lmported worldorce (from other cities

owners

Generat¡on of new jobs and

opportun¡ties

l\¡¡smatch ¡n style and overuse

income

or even countries)
Facil¡ty and holiday home owners do
not cons¡der the destinalion as the¡r
permanent home
Compet¡tion with workforce outside

the settlement

Skills developed

Commun¡ty

life
¡n

Costs of ¡mpact management
Growth of the proportion of seasonal
residents
Transformationofsocialstrat¡fication Demonstrationetfect
Learn¡ng languages, educat¡on
Suppress¡on of local language
Fìev¡tal¡zat¡on of socìal, cultural

lncrease of the community's pride
the¡r settlement

Sou¡ce:

Smith and Puczkó

ð Community: Local

assets used in health a¡rd wellfless toudsm can make
1ocal communities more sustainable, since through employment oppor-

tunities and developed services the whole local community can benefit
from tourism. Enclave developments have no such irnpacts and the
related impacts of retreat homes or ashrams are limited, too. The introduction of new services or the arrival of new people, for example a yogi,
can cause all sorts of issues. Locals may find it difficult to urderstarLd and
absorb these new things because of religior¡ traditiory or lifestyle issues
(e.g. the locals of the Greek island to where Skyros organized its fhst
holistic trips in the 1970s, thought that those visitors were simply mad!).
People with skills that are demanded by operators can rise very quickly
and this is not welcomed by those who were left out. Young people will
aspire for those valuables and values they see from visitors arrd this
so-called demonstration effect can lead to major arguments between
family members or groups of the local community. On the extreme side,
in relatively poor courìtries, such as India more a¡d more people illegally sell their kidneys for hospitals that take foreign medical patients.

Environmental impacts
In comparison with mass tourism, health and wellness toudsm tend to
have a different set of impacts on the environment. TheoreticaÌly, health

Table

8.3

lmpacts

Environmental lmpacts of Health and Wellness Tourism.

On...

Vegetation and

Pos¡t¡ve

w¡ldlìfe

Elements

Aspects

Negat¡vè Aspects

Conservation of habitat
Parks and gardens

Pollution
lntroduction of new spec¡es

lnfrastructure

Waste (sol¡d and water) management

developments
Change of landscape
Emiss¡ons (gas, vapour, fumes)
Thermal, healing water (drilling)
Land

use

Change ¡n land

use

GroMh of bu¡lt-up area
Change in hydrolog¡cal and other natural

systems
Buildings and

m¡l¡eu

New arch¡tectural styles Growth of built-up area
Conserv¡ng local styles Wear and tear
lntroduction of new styles

Sou¡ce: Smith and Puczkó.

ald well¡ress facilities cannot accom¡nodate such crowds, but arL aquapark, for example can easiÌy be categorized as a mass toudsm attraction.
Environmental impacts can come in two major groups, on the natural
and the built environment (Table 8.3). Health and welhess tourism can
have impacts on both groups and are especially important if toutism was
built on a local natural asset, for example healing climate:

"

*

*

Vegetûtion and wildliþ: Vegetation and wildìife are especially important if
we are talking about a healing climate, caye, lake, or mud. These healing assets are part of a habitat, therefore any development and use has
a direct impact on vegetation and wildlife. The conservation of vegetation a¡rd wildlife are, therefore, especially important, since any detrimental modification of the natural environment can alter the asset itself. (The
TapoÌca medical cave (Hungary) lost its water due to a nearby bauxite
mine. \¡/hen mining was discontinued, the water level rose slowly again.)
For standalone resolts or retreats, it is essential that the neighbouring
environment remains intact, since that is part of the attraction itself.
Elementsi Apaft from the 'standard' impacts of tourism on elements, for
example emissions or wâste, the most significant impacts of health and
wellness spas is the excess water. Water used iri spas could be hot and
fuIl of minerals. These waters, theoretically, should all be treated, since
warm water rich in minerals means an unnecessary load to natural
waters. The rise of tempetature results in the disappearance of species
ard the minerals are deposited in the waterbeds.
Land use'. Health and welhess developments may mean significant
change in land use, for example building new and large buildings.
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"

These developments can mean the introduction of new styles and can
make a destination densely built-up.
Buildings and mllieø: The responsibiliry of developers ard authorities are
especially important in natural settings, where any buiÌding can change
the whole atmosphere.

The various impacts of health and wellness tourism can differ from
site to site; it would be a generalization to sây that the above-mentioned
irnpacts occur ever)..r'vhere. The planrring processes should set boundaries
and lirnits within which developments can take place, and facilities oPerate
(e.g. treatment of used thermal waters, use of reusable energy sources, etc.).

Planning at national level
There are several and a growing nu¡nber of countries, for example Czech
Republic, Hungary, Thailand, India, etc., that declare on a national level the
importance of health tourism (e.g. the Hungarian Govemment awardedT47
million Euros as subsidy for almost 100 health tourism proiects between
2001 and 2004). This means that in these countries the plarming for health
tourism is established at a national level. This is mainly manifested in the
form of a national health tourism strategy or development plan. In these
documents national institutions that surPrisinSly tend not to be the ministries of health, but are more likely the ministdes responsible for regional
deveþment and/or toudsm, define the main objectives, goals, and actions.
Ceriainly, strategies on a national level are prepared in those countries
where some (or more) assets are substantial:

,, Natural assets that are used in evidence-based medicine, e.8. waters,
mud, climate, cave.

c

"
"

Good health educatiory e.g. for surgeons, dentists, bah'Leotherapists.
Favourable overall ald health specific price 1evel.
Slrlificient supply of complementary services, e.g. attractions, landscape,

culture,

sea.

For example in the tourism development strategy of Slovakia, the government declared that: The central forms of tourism for which Slovakia has
the best conditions and which will need to be supported, developed and
qualitatively improved over the course of the coming years are:
and cultural tourism
" Urban
SPa and health tourism
"ô
tourism and winter sports

Winter

tourism arLd waterside holidays
Rural towism
(Slovak Government, 2005)
æ Summer

.

Consistent govemment suPPort can be essentiaÌ to suPPort the development of a successful health tourism industry, as indicated in the case of Jordan.
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The success of national level planning is based on the tools and
it can dedicate to achieving goals. If the national plan or strategy
was supported by fu¡ds ald mechanisms (aÌl set in the national development plan), the Likelfüood of success carL be very high. Otherwise plans
resources

ând strategies eúst on paper orìÌy.

Planning at reg¡onal level
Planning at regional level has two objectives:
1. It has to ensure the high level of satisfaction of tourists with the given
attractions and services (meaning that tourism as an economic activity
is successful within the given region).
2. The development of tourism should bring beneficial changes in financial, in socio-cultural, as well as environmental aspects. Since the development of tourism has positive impacts only in a couple of cases, this
is why one should try to keep the balance of impacts positive, meaning that predominantly the beneficial charLges should be perceived by
residents.

I
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Planning at regional level is very similar to plaruring at national 1evel

It has to be noted, though, that the word 'region' can refer to rather different things from a region of a country (the Alps in GermarLy) to a region

formed by cor.rntries (the Alps from France to Austria).
Regional level planning can mean different things region by region,
depending on how centralized or decentralized the region is (e.9. setting
objectives at a proiect level versus at regionâl level). Regionalüatiory as
we will see in Chapter Nine in health and wellless tourism can have two
major forms:

*

*

Destinations can define very specific goals, especially, if the destination
management organizations (DMO) had authority and Power from planning to implementation. They can equally influence investors' decision
making or the targeting and segmenting âctivities of the destination.
The Destination Management Gastein (Western Ausiria) is responsible
for three settlements in Gastein Valley (Dorfgastein, Bad Gastein, and
Hofgastein). The organization has been having an impact on plarning
activities, which helped to achieve that all the three villages have their
own identity and product portfolio (active and sPorb leisure and wellness; leisure, wellness, and medical tourisrn, respectively).
The cooperation is not as closely defined in clusters as in destinations.
They can work together to define and to achieve goals and it is more

likely that the planning will influence comnunication than product
development activities.

Burgenland (Austria) provides us with an interesting case for direct and
indirect coordination of developments at regional level. The region (or
'land') has five maior spa destinations and a1l the four have a different
specialization. The Sonlentherme specializes for famiÌies with young
kids, Therme Stegersbach offers services for older children ald their parents, Bad Tatzma¡nsdorf is a destination for leisure and recreation, whle
Sauerbru¡n specializes for men and Jennersdorf for women. Altogether
these are forming an integrated destination.

Planning at local fevel
Planning for health and wellless tourism at local level depends very
much on the intentions of the local government.

'Organic' versus planned development
If a local council applied a very liberal

approach, then tourism could be

considered as an overwhelmingly market driven industry, in which the
public sector plays a minimal role. This approach can lead to 'organic'
development of the destination or settlement. Organic, in this case, refers
to non-controlled developmen! when the various stages ard elements of
development have not been harmonized. Investors could develop more or
less whatever they wanted to.

.'.m

Regulations by a local or national institution could have some counterproductive impacts on the facility. Regulations could easily ruin spontaneity
and even aftnosphere.
There are a nurnber of destinations which seem to have emerged like
that over several years or decades because of their spiritual quality or easygoing atmosphere. Goa in India is perhaps a good example of this (see
Smith & Kelly, 2006) where numerous holistic practitioners settle or visit
regularþ to offer courses arrd classes to backpackers and long-term travellers. Chiang Mai in ThaiÌand is similar, as many tourists visit to enjoy Thai
massage courses/ Vipassana (silent meditation) tetreats or Tai Chi (e.g. on
the Tai Chi Thaila¡Ld 10 day programrne). It is the spontaneous development of such locations and the ever-changing rnix of supply that makès
them interesting and appealing to visitors.
lrai:l::l
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Organic development cârr be successful in the long run, but in practice this approach has more risk elements than the so-called integiated
approach. The term of double integration in tourism planning (tnskeep,
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1991) draws attention to the importance of these relations. lntegrated plan-

ning and double integration means the following:

c

*

Tourism must be integrated with its (social, cultural, economic, physical,
and political) environment, and tourism rnust have its place in national
and regionaÌ plans.
Plaming must include all the components of the system of tourism as
demand and supply are interrelated and influence one another.

There are a number of welÌness tourism destinations which have been
purpose-built (e.g. whole resorts or a selection of hotels clustered arou¡rd
a central resource such as a healing spa or lake), which applied the abovementioned integration. Visitors may not identify the benefits easily of the
integlatiorL but they carr definitely see the aesthetic results, that is the
atmosphere ald milieu of the destination was left intact or was developed in an appìicable way. Almost all historic spa towns and facilities
from England through Germany to Romania struggle to keep the hârmony
atve, which can easily be lost with only one wrong decision (e.9. allowing
developments without a sufficient amount of pffking places or permitting
a non-matching architectural design).
ln the healing process or in the creation of well-being, the atmosPhere
and the surrotrndings are crucial. This is supported by the recommendations of World Federation of Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy (FEMTEC/
FITEC) (Kaspar, 1992) about how a destination can become or call itself a
medical destination:

*

During operational hours at least one resident doctor should be availadoctors should know and u¡rderstand all possible illnesses
and statuses for which the healing asset can be used. Facilities should be
fitted with necessary diagnostics and other equipment that are applying
the healing capacities of the site.
medical services/ e.g. emergency, patient transport
" Other accompanying
should be available.
:u Accommodation facilities directly in connection to ald with the medical facilities should meet the highesi hygienic expectations arLd in the
meantime these should create a cosy ald comfortable atmosphere.
provided should be able to offer any diet that was pre" The catering
scribed by the res¡dent doctors.
e The location and the atmosphere of the area should aim for total
relaxation.
cânnot distub medical services, al1 main
" Transportationbeinfrastructue
located around and not within the medical destination.
roads should
Through traffic is not permitted and the centre should be pedestriadzed.
ê Infrastruchre should be of the highest quality and supply, all polluting
activities (e.g. industry) should be barmed or minimized on site and in
the vicinity. The protection of the envirorìment should be of paramoult
importance.
e The architectural regulation should aim for the provision of the permanent relaxing atmosphere as well as harmonious appearance.
b1e. Resident

,-,W
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There are a number of medical destinations that did apply the integrated approach and in spite of their often complex history, they still
deliver an intact experience: services and atmosphere (e.g. Baden-Baden
in GermarLy).
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Table

8.4
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The Development of Spa Destinations and the Related lmpacts.

Stages

Econom¡clmpacts Soc¡o-culturallmpacts Env¡ronmentallmpacts

Behaviour

and

Transport

¡
{

AttitudeofTour¡sts System
Level

Level

0

0

Lìmited, scattered impacls

Lack of knowledge
versus spec¡alized
interests

0
Trans¡t or

=

x

0 Discovery

l

0

0
l\4irage or refusal, lvlay

lsolated area
and assets

l\y'¡nimal

Engagement
Pioneer
fac¡lities, hoteì

1

1

1

1

1

Local/family run
enterprises. Local
employment

Observ¡ng. First local

enterprises

First trauma, the most
v¡olent reactions

General perceptions
versus grow¡ng
demand

Opening up
the first entry

2

2

2

2

2

lncrease of
income, Spread of
services, changing
employment needs

lnfrastructure
development
servicing facilities.

lncrease in built-up
areas, development of

Progress ¡n
percept¡on and
knowledge of assets

transport links

Commercializat¡on of the
personal relationshiPs

seasonal congest¡on.
Changing of landscape

and benefits

4
Segregation.
Demonstration eff ects,
dualism

3
Full range of ¡mpacts. First
efforts to change s¡tuat¡on

3
Spatial competition
and segregation

2 Developmenl
Multiplication of
fac¡lities

feel as intrus¡on to
everyday activ¡ties

3 Consolidation
Organizat¡on
of the hol¡day

Mull¡plying impacts.
Arr¡val of regìonal,

space.

internat¡onal

Beginn¡ng of
hierarchy and
special¡zation

enterprises. Local
bus¡nesses lose out

4 Stagnation and
decline
Completion of
hierarchy and
specialization,

saturation

infrastructure. F¡rst signs

&

isolation

,
-

$

points
lncrease of

*

*
3
Diversifying
modes of

lransport

&

4

4

4

4

4

Building up complete

'Total' tour¡sm, plans for
breaking out

The degradation of
physical env¡ronment.
Regulations, best

D¡s¡ntegration of
perce¡ved space.
Depadure of
certa¡n types of
tour¡sts. Forms
of substitution.

lvlax¡mum

1l

range of serv¡ces.
Dominance of few
large enterpr¡ses

practices

saturation
Source: Rátz and Puczkó (2002)after Pearce (1989), mod¡fied.

connecl¡vity

i,

=

Spa destinations can locate themselves in the Stage/Impact Matrix that
summarizes the observed stages and associâted likely impacts. The lifecycÌe of spa destinations does not differ greatly from that of other destinations with high number of visitors. The differences, however, can be

identified (Table 8.4):

ô In discovery and engagement

stages the arrival of tourism can be very
shocking to local people, who may have been using the naturâl assets
for many generations aÌread)¿ The development of new facilities around
or on the asset may be translated as 'occupation'.
,¡ The behaviou¡ a¡d attitude of tourists can remâin trvo-fold. Many of
them believe in the healing capacity of the site, whereas marry of them
may visit it because of its historic importance, architectural or natural beauty or image and fashion. Certainly the rânge of services arrd
impacts of these groups are rather different and sometimes conflicting,
too (e.g. medical visitors or more likely patients find the presence of
healthy visitors disturbing, and so the mixing of visitors does not wo¡k
the other way around either).

Planning and development at site level
Supposing that there are applicable national, regional andlor local plans,
site-level planning is much more related to business objectives than general goals. Regardless of what facility we want to develop, the existing
assets, locatiory architecture a¡rd the service portfolio to be offered can
make all the difference.

Development concept
The development concept combines all the above-mentioned elements
into one and is crucial to the success of the project. The development concept can easily be translated by any developer, that is '\^/hat do I want to
achieve and how I am going to achieve that?, Developers can give very different answers to questions like that. If we talk about public sector developers the objectives can be rather mixed: leisure, sociaf heatth, regional
development, employment creatiory and tourism objectives can all be
incolporated into the project. Whereas private sector developers can focus
on one or only a few objectives, for example developing a financially lucrative project - in this case, in health and welhess tourism. In both cases, the
responsibfity of professional advisors can be very significant since most
developers do not really know what they should be developing.
Development philosophy of Rogner (Austria)
We could see that many hotels have spa facilities and may have become a member of a
wellness hotel accreditation system. However, there is only a handful of hotel chains (e.g.
Accor Thalassa, Danubius Hotels) that are specialized in health and wellness. One of the
trendsetters is Rogner Hotels, the hotel chain coming from Austria.
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According to the philosophy of this famiìy run business: 'Success is not a matter of
mere good fortune. Ultimately, it must be based on a phiìosophy, or at least a concept'.
Rogner's approach is unambiguous: everything stays in the owner's hands - the concept,
planning, construction and operat¡on. Besides, they believe that 'don't redo successful
ideas too often', that is each and every project must be tailored to its purpose and setting.
Landscape, cultural trad¡tions, climate and economic aspects are just some of the factors
that need to be taken into account. lndividual creativity and painstakìng research simply
ahead of the planning stage proper are as essential to Rogner's recipe for success as the
constant challenge of finding new solutions to old problems.
The developments are both architectonical masterpieces and fountaìns of well-being
which can truly be called unique wellness paradises that are surrounded by a large natuÍal area or park. Without doubt Rogner Bad Blumau, Therme and Spa is the chain's flagship property, which was designed by world famous Austrian architect, Friedensreich
Hundertwasser. His approach to archiiecture, that is'The absence of kitsch, makes our life
unbearable. You can't do without romance' applies very well what Rogner defined as his
philosophy: 'At Rogner Bad Blumau, as a hotel with soul, well-being of every individual has
lop priority. Below its green covered and colourful roofs, its varied shapes and flowing lines
activity is comb¡ned with a relaxed and laid-back feeling'.
Rogner bases its developments on natural healing resources and the key specìaìization
is on wellness, with the optional supply of medical services. ln a Rogner hotel 'Wel/ness
is more than just well-being', Rogner's spa and wellness philosophy is based on the elements of water and man.
The wellness hotels are designed to cater to couples, therefore:

ê There are king-size beds

"*

in the bedrooms.

The therapies/treatments are also available for two guests treated parallel.
The restaurant layout offers tables for two and not for more.

According to the Rogner's understanding of wellness, the health orientation should drive
the whole operation and this is also expected from all suppliers, that is raw foods. Quality
of all services is not only measured by the Austria-based Best Health Austria seal, but also
the owners own mystery shoppers in every quarter.
They believe that special touches such as paying a short v¡sit for 30min after check ¡n
by the guest relation manager to the new guests and asking them about first impressions
and offering help and information, can make guests feeì really special. There are r¡tuals
and unexpected gestures that guests can enjoy: fruit is offered twice a day to guests in
the rest areas or ¡ncense rituals are carried out in the pool area. Rogner understood the
need of guests for private space, therefore the kingsize beds by the pools can be booked
in advance (which certainly provides an extra source of income, too)' Wellness treatments
offered are under continuous renewal, for example every 6 months at least one new treatment or ritual is introduced. This besides its novelty value reconfirms visitors' loyalty, that it
is really worth coming back again.
Rogner believes that to make a successful wellness hotel, it has to have its own full-size
wellness facility. The hotel should not build on any existing nearby bath or spa that caters
for walk in guests.
It is understood that the fifth star in the hotel rating is the employees. To make employees comfortable and to master their skìlls, the hotel organizes various training programmes,
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for example language, offer¡ng and selling. Members of staff can use the hotel's facilities
between Sunday and Thursday for free and also with a partner every year they can spend
one night in the hotel.
(Rogner, 2008)

The concept of interdependence and slmergy of nearby facilities is
well known among developers. Often developers, however, want to cr€ate a thermal bath only, which is almost not possible to ruft profitably. A
very good example of applying the synergy approach can be observed in
Stuttgart (Germafly). The Sl-Centrum Stuttgart accommodates the following modules under one roof: VitaParc (Schwaben Quellen, one of the largest thermal spas in Europe), Relax & Vitalcenter (beauty spa), Body & Soul
(fitness club), SchÌemrner Oase (Feast Oasis), conference centre, theatre,
hotel and long-term rent apartments.

Location and assets
Assets based on which a development can take p1ace, as we could see earlier, can be thermal/medical waters (for bathing or drhking), climatic conditions, medical caves, medical mud, a shrine or a spfuitual site. Although
these assets are very different by various parameters, they share one common quality, that is they are site specific. This makes them almost impossible to be moved or relocated. All natural assets are prone to extemal

impacts and developments, and this makes them easily vuÌnerable (e.g.
sea pollution can be detrimental to seaweed, which is a fundamental element of thalassotherapy).
This location-specific quality makes asset based development very compìex and often full of constrai¡ts:

*

Thermal/medical waters'.'[he curative qualities of the water and the capacity of the well(s) limits development options. This is especially true
for medicaÌ waters that can cure only certain illnesses; therefore the
main demand would come from only those who suffer from that illness.
Everybody else would come only for a 'dip' and these visitors may not
form part of the târgeted segments (since they do not stay ovemight and
do not demand medical treatments either). The temperature of waters
can vary afld the site may need to dilute it with colder thermal or fresh
water to make it suitable for guests'use. Private developers carL find it
problematic that thermal/medical water springs are either in national
or local govemment's ownership. Apart from authorities responsible for
environmental protectiort building pemits ot water bodies overview
the developments since the developers have to gain a permit for taking the water itself. Municipalities, in order to protect the often cou¡cilowned bath (spa) may limit or refuse to give access to medical waters.
Developers car have access to themal springs only.
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conditions:. Healing climates can be found primarily in mourLtain afld seaside areas. At the age of climatic changes, the longevity of
assets is not so süe anFnore and that leaves ownets and developers
in an unstable situation. The key asset in these cases is the clean (and
salty) air, as well as the view that comes together with it. This view can
become under threat when developers go for maximum build in ratios
erecting buildings that would obstruct or dominate the views þuildings
can even obstruct natural airflows).
Medical caoe: Caves with healing capacities are very rare and date back
thousands of years. The special cave cìimate, often rich in minerals complete with stable temperature and humidity make these caves very vulnerable. This vulnerable status means a very strict constraint and limit
to the use of the caves. The number of guests at any time is maxirnized
and the variety of activities and services in these caves are rather lirnited. The treatment is to stay in the cave for a couple of hours every
dây ât any time, therefore the stay itself can mean very little stimuli.
For example the Gastein Curative Tu¡¡el is a small train that runs for
approximately 2.5km into the heart of the mou¡rtain. Both the warmth
and humidity will cause the body temperature to rise to a level between
38"C and 39'C, which enables an increased absorption of radon. The
radon as an inert gas, exercises a short-term radiation effect and thus
stimulates celluÌar metabolism.
Medical mud: Medical mud is a little different f¡om the above-mentioned
other natural assets. This difference lies in the possibility of transport,
that is the mud can be used either on site where it was exhacted or
almost an)'r,vhere else, since the mud cafr be transPorted (and reheated
on location again). Often the original site is neith$ attractive nor suitabÌe for any type of service development (e.g. river or lake bank), therefore the mud is transported anyway. The aPplication of the mud, for
example, for body wraps leaves the facilities with a significant amount
of (e.g. radioactive) waste, the treatment of which requires special attention arrd technology.
Shrine or spirituøl sif¿: A shrine or other sPiritual sites that can be a rock,
a river, or a mor:nd, etc. cal often inspire ald athact visitors who are
looking for inspiration arLd tra¡scendence. ln terms of development the
lirnits and boundaries for planning are less straight forward than in the
case of the other location-specific assets. Often the ownership of the site
is in the hands of someone other than who wart to visit the place, therefore the interests cafl be very conflicting. Since the core of the asset is
intangible, worshippers and visitors may even be considered as 'abnormal', which does not make planning and develoPment easy ln some
cases, the location in question is not even aware of the asset, for example one of the Earth Chakras was found in Hulgary and that may have
a very significant impact on the community.

Many spas and spa hotels are located in or near to skl resorts. The main
reason for this trend is either the obiective of extension of the main season or the competition of the product suPPly. These developments are
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of rather different qualities and styles. Many are fairly standardized (e.g.
Tatralandia, Slovakia), but offer good quality relaxation, pampering and
healing facilities for those who need a rest from physical exercise. Others,
especially through innovative architecture and interior design provide an
enharLced experience (e.g. on top of the breathtaking mountains).
One of the main advantages of historic (mainly medical) spas is theit
location, that is the spa is part of the historic city fabric. This makes the

facility appealing for even those who would not consider themselves
as medical or well¡Less tourists. Historic spas from Bath (UK), through
Baden-Baden (Germany), Baden (Switzerland), Vichy (France), and
Maria¡ske Lazne (Czech Republic) to Osaka (Japan) capitalize on their
Ìocation. However, this is not really eâsy, since most of the visitors are not
patients, therefore their needs ând interests are very different from those
of traditionâl guests.

Architecture and design
A well-designed spa should be aesthetically pleasing, comfortable,

arLd

furLctional (D'Angelo,2006). Nordic Well (2007) srâtes that design is one of
the key factors in inducing a feeling of well¡ress:

Modøn, simple, unassuming, clean, airy, light, calm, uncluttered,
in harmony with nature, inoiting, functiorutl, inclusiue. These arc
the aalues and senses that Scandinaaian designs haae emphasized
orer time. They are the combined result of three influences:

ø

Zen-Iike

belief in the power of nature; a trøditíon of linking design to the utellbeing of all people; and a skill for choosing aryropriate technology ....
An idea of design thqt promotes creatioity, intimacy, personøl cølm
ønd sense of meaning.

These days environmental consciousness should pervade spas and wellness facfities. Many spas already use natural resources such as thermal or
spdng waters, geysers, seawatet, waterfalls, or caves. Naturally textwed
woods, bamboos, or cork are popular as they are eco-friendly and also sustain moistwe. Many designers try to use features that are in keeping with
the local architecture and cultural styles so that the spa or welJÎess centre
is integrated into the environrnent in which it is Ìocated. Sometirnes design

needs to be adapted

to different markets, for example, men may prefer

less feminine envitonments and prefer minimalist styles. Spas that want

to attract families with children tend to use btighter colours and motifs
that capture the imagination. The location of certain features is also important. Some spas especiaily in Asia use the principles of Feng Shui in their
design. This alÌows the maxirnum amount of energy or 'Chi' to flow freeþ
balancing Yin and Yang or masculine and feminine energies; using lighting to enhance dark corners, and strategic placement of objects to break up
long corridors. Thompson (2007) suggests ways in which the principles of
Feng Shui carL be implemmted in a design context (Table 8.5).
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Table

8.5

Feng Shui Colour Basics and Feng Shui Elemental Decor

Colour
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
lndigo
Purpie

Theme
Energ¡zing
Joy
Happy

Balance, renewal
Heal¡ng, calming
Heal¡ng, relaxing

Flichness,

Good For...
the d¡ning room to keep guests energized and exc¡ted
fam¡ly rooms, playrooms, use sotter shades for more
relaxed fun

dens, k¡tchens, off¡ces, wherever creat¡v¡ty ¡s needed
l¡v¡ng rooms, bedrooms, halls
wherever you want to relax
ch¡ldrens' rooms, heal¡ng rooms
sp¡rilual rooms, feel¡ngs of abundance

transformat¡on
Stt¡ve for balance between the f¡ve elements. Are any of the elements below m¡ssíng from the room?

Water
Founta¡ns
glass

Wood
Wood
furn¡ture

F¡re
Fireplace
red accents

Eafth
Browns
earthtones
stone

Metal
Chrome
mirrors
sta¡nless

Are any of the elements above dom¡nat¡ng the rcom? Balance it w¡th the complementary element
below.

Water
Metal
Fountains
Chrome
earthtones stone m¡rrors stainless glass
Eañh
Browns

Wood
Wood furniture

F¡re

F¡replace
red accents

Soul'ce: Thompson (2007)

Noise control is important especially if some areas are open plan. Ease
of transition is also a major consideration so that the flow from one facility
to another does not involve long walks in cold or draughty corridors or
the climbing of numerous stairs. There should be a centrally located reception with information provision and a welcome desk, in addition to wellplaced relaxation areas with reading materials, herbal teas, small snacks,
and perhaps chill-out music or nice scents from oil burners or incense.

Service portfolio
In health tourism, services can involve a certain amount of associated and
real risk. TTeatments and programmes are dealing with bodies, Ininds and
spirits, therefore guests wârlt services afld staff that look safe and are safe,
but are aÌso interesting and can enhance health and experiences. Besides
the location and the design, the offered service portfolio (and its price
level) can make any health toudsm facilty successful. Certainly, these success elements shouÌd be considered as separate factors, but more like part
of the 'one-fo¡-all' strategy. No spa or a spa hotel can be successful, even
having architectuÌe never seen before, if what they offer does not mâtch
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the architectute a¡Ld the whole service concept. \4hen a wellfless hotel
(Marianske Lazne, Czech Republic) allows guests to visit the one pool
during an allocated (but not discussed) time-slot of 30min a day (!), guests
may not want to repeat their stay, regardless of how beautifuÌ the hlstoric
spa town actually was.
Visitors expect services that are either well knoi.tn or not at a1Ì known
to them. The first $oup reasslrres them, while the second group can create a unique experience. Furthermore, the assets, the architecture and the
interior ca¡L and should articulate expectations. Providing very unheatthy
foods in a medical spa or medical hotel, as is the case in numerous
facilities in Central and Eastern Europe does not fit the prorrtise and is
counterproductive.
The rarLge of offered services is essentially important considedng those
who are accompalying a guest with a health interest and motivation.
Remote spa resorts on an island, mountain retreats or medical hotels are
all facing the challenge; what can guests do when the 'official' programme
or treatments are finished? This question is especially true for those who
would not use those services arLy.way, for example kids or other family
members. Facilities where other attractions, for example a town, a festival,
ski slopes, a golf course, mountains, the sea, etc. are in close proximiry
are in a relatively easy situation, since the service portfolio offered on site
should not be very wide. However, spa resorts may prefer to keep their
guests within the 'fence' at all times. This approach is at least questionable
from the point of view of sustainability.

Conclusions
This chapter has shown clearly that the most successful developments
are those which are planrLed or regulated in some way, ideally combining
national govemment intervention and support with pdvate sector creativiry ald vision. Although some 'orgaric' resorts can flourish, these usually
have a relatively long history of alternative and holistic lifestyles which
would be disturbed by the imposition of too much structured development or regulation. However, the same is not tlue of spas and resorts
which make use of fragile nalural or cultural resources. These developments need to be monitored for adverse impacts and controlled to avoid
despoliation of the environment or local traditions and lifestyles. ln additiory some attention must also be paid to the provisíon and presentation
of facilities for visitors down to the smallest detail. This incÌudes not only
services, but experiences too. The following chapter expards on some of
these points, demonshating the need for sound ma¡ragement principles to
accompany sustainable development philosophies.

